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The Alliance Française de Suva is a local association, combining both a 

language school (French, Fijian Fiji-Hindi & English) and a cultural center, providing 

access to a wide range of cultural activities of different kinds (concerts, movie nights, 

exhibitions, …). It belongs to the global network of Alliance française, which is 

present all over the world and has a strong focus on building bridges between people 

& cultures via intercultural exchanges and partnerships between francophone areas 

such as France & host cultures, being here Fijian and more generally South Pacific 

cultures. 

The Alliance Française de Suva wishes to celebrate the diversity and the great 

wealth of the visual arts of Fiji, and to be a platform for the access to culture for the 

largest quantity of persons, in central Suva. Knowing a lot of young creators or more 

experienced artists make this scene lively in Suva and in the whole country, it is 

therefore looking for four projects to be exhibited at its premises in the year 2023. 

Depending on the project, the exhibition could also be exhibited outside of the 

premises of Alliance Française (in the streets, in a school, in another place…) as part 

of a tripartite partnership.  

The Alliance Française comes with strong values & visions. It is a place of 

gathering, a cultural melting pot, as Fiji is in the Pacific for its neighbors, and is a 

place where freedom is a key. Promoting matters and values related to open-

mindedness, sense of identity, discriminations, sharing, accessibility… has a 

prevalent role in our mindset. This spirit also applies to the environment, as we’re 

strongly believing that respecting people and whoever they are is also going through 

the conservation of the earth that hosts them. Any project that can be related to such 

topics or areas of focus would be particularly appreciated, even if there is no 

requirement to do so. 

 Hosting exhibitions throughout the year is a way for the Alliance Française to 

aim at shedding lights on the Fijian talents, and giving them an international place 

to have their art seen, their voice heard and their message carried out, in a friendly 

and welcoming environment.    

 

SELECTION 
The selection criteria will be as follow: 

- The suggested content, topic or project is original. Exhibited works can’t 

have been part of a previous exhibition. 

- The exhibition content is qualitative. The four chosen exhibitions will be 

demonstrating a real artistic approach. 

- Priority is given to artists from Fiji, even if projects from artists from other 

parts of the Pacific or the world are also welcome. 

- The projects are relevant and appropriate to the Alliance Française vision 

& guidelines. It is an asset if pedagogical use or mediation activity can be 

done about the exhibition or if the exhibition finds a frame in the strategic 

orientations of the institution. 
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- The projects can aim at the general audience or target a specific audience 

(such as young audiences).  

- Various forms of arts and media can be displayed here: we are not looking 

only at painting or photography, but also would be interested in projects 

applications containing silk-screen printing, engraving, sculpture, digital 

arts, graffiti, art installation… A project that would combine several arts 

forms and mixed media gathered around one theme could also be 

considered. 

- Artists can submit their application for a project they would carry out alone 

as individuals or within a collective.  

- Amateurs and professionals can apply. However, both should have been 

exhibiting at least once before or have some recognition in the arts field in 

Fiji (some experience is required). 

- The Alliance Française reserves itself the right to relaunch this call for 

applications if none of the applications received is judged satisfactory. 

The selection process will be subdivided into several steps, following this prospective 

timescale: 

- The Alliance Française of Suva will receive applications between the 16th 

December 2022 and the 15th January 2023, 8pm.  

- After this, the applications will be reviewed by a special Jury composed of 
art specialists and members of the Alliance Française.  

- The chosen candidates will be received for a discussion at Alliance 

Française to discuss the timetable of their exhibition, the practical and 

technical details and confirm the feasibility and the workability of their 

project in the course of the month of February. 

- After such decision is made, the candidate artists will have a period of five 

days to confirm their willingness to keep on going with their exhibition. 

- They will need to provide their artworks to the Alliance Française at least 

fifteen working days before the day of the exhibition starting date in order 

to give time for the exhibition to be prepared, installed and checked. One 

exhibition will be done per term, starting in March. 

 

APPLICATION 
The modalities of application are: 

- Applicants should provide a sample of some artworks done before (or a 

portfolio), containing at least three significant pieces of art.  

- A resume of the artist or the collective is also welcome if ever it is relevant, 

especially if some artistic training has been received or if any award or any 

kind of recognition has already been given to the artist. 

- The application comes with a concept note or a note of intent introducing 

the main line of the project and a few details on the artistic approach and 

process of the artist. 

- A description of each of the art works that are going to be exhibited (format 

– title – date of creation…). 
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- Any other document judged appropriate by the candidate can be submitted 

(press release, articles, references…). 

- A brief introduction of the artist (age, nationality, full name…) should also 

be attached. 

Applications must be sent via email to director@af-fiji.org and language@af-fiji.org . 

They can also be deposited directly to the Front Office at Alliance Française – 

however, note the institution will be closed from 16th December 5pm to 4th January 

9am. 

Applications received after the deadline (15th January, 8pm) will not be considered. 

 

OTHER INFORMATION 
The property of all art works remains the one of the artist who submits it. The 

Alliance Française has the rights of using and reproducing the art works for the 

purposes of communication around the exhibition. The use of such pieces of art can 

be done in different ways (advertisings in social media posts, newspapers, TV, press 

release, invitation card…). The artist consents to see his works used this way (fully 

or partially).  

The artist commits to participate and animate one workshop for free related 

to its exhibition to be planned during his/her exhibition is on. It can take various 

forms (presentation, talanoa session, creative activity, debate, intervention to a 

specific audience…) and all details need to be discussed after selection is conducted. 

The transport & insurance of the art works exhibited is not taken in charge 

by Alliance Française. Alliance Française declines all responsibility of deterioration, 

loss or theft which could happen to any of the art works. 

The artistic direction of the exhibition will be done by Alliance Française jointly 

with the artist. 

The Alliance Française takes charge of the fees involved by communication & 

opening ceremony (vernissage). It also is responsible for the installation and de-

installation of the exhibition, and the presence at the exhibition location (if in Alliance 

Française premises only). 

A minimum of four exhibitions is planned for the year 2023. Each one of them 

would be available for about a month (4 to 6 weeks). The artist won’t have to be 

available all day long but will have a few permanencies per week, to be discussed. 

Alliance Française is open daily on weekdays, 9am to 6pm. 

The artists would get paid relatively to what art works they are exhibiting: 

price of the art works is fixed by the artist. 15% of the amount earned would be taken 

as a commission by Alliance Française. No direct remuneration would be added. List 

of exhibited pieces of work and labels can be provided by the artist. 

 All questions and concerns about the call for projects before the deadline are 

to be addressed to Anaïs DASSONNEVILLE at language@af-fiji.org. All documents 
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sent will be checked by her. Any incomplete file will not be submitted to the 

appreciation of the selection committee. 


